Darshan Park
1. Paucity or excess of wealth; both engender depravity.
2. An equitable and prosperous society cannot be developed by huge automated industries but
by abundant production by multiple hands.
3. Progressive technology is the one which eradicates unemployment, reduces disparity and
cuts down the pollution.
4. Reaching the pinnacle in productivity and observing restrain in consumption is the true
meaning of one’s life indicating the prosperity in society.
5. The true indicator of progress is not an increase in the wealth of rich but availability of basic
amenities and comforts to the poor.
6. The process of reconstruction of a nation must begin from rural quarters because here exists
the basis of life and the source of natural resources and also this is the natural order of
evolution.
7. A mutually complementary conduct among the families, teachers and the influential citizens is
the essence of a proper development of the offspring.
8. Rituals do not constitute “Dharma”---they merely conform to a faith or a sect. “Dharma“, verily
means discharging one’s duties honestly and effectively.
9. Democracy does not mean a government arbitrarily run by elected representatives; verily it is
the active participation of the people in reconstruction of a nation.
10. To generate the sense of self reliance and social responsibility is the fundamental duty of the
parents.
11. What place of import self reliance has in personal life; interdependence has the same place in
social life.
12. Ability to develop livelihood capabilities should not be the sole purpose of education. The core
of any educational system should be to accomplish the inculcation of the humane qualities in
the students.
13. Self reliance amongst farmers is the corner stone of democracy, steadfast on this principle, it
is appropriate to conduct the experiments and introduce the reforms in the agriculture system.
14. Sustaining the fertility of the arable land is the guarantee to a prosperous present and a
resplendent future.
15. Natural process of evolution of crops is organic, thus the organic manure is the natural
supplement of arable land.
16. Marriage is the auspicious occasion of the beginning of social life; it’s not merely a celebration
of the union between a boy and a girl.
17. The family is the basic unit of the society. It is also the forebearer of the members of the
society. Thus, it is obligatory on the part of the family to inculcate the sense of social
responsibility in the progeny.
18. Developing a civil society is impossible without rightly educating the mothers.

